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1. Background of research
Brain circuits for seeing always contain their own noises, but visual designs in the contemporary world are not
necessarily clear enough to consider such noises in the human brain. It is a world-wide challenge to understand
the brain mechanisms related to the issues about providing all the people including visually challenged citizens
and normal adults with an equally clear field of view in various environments.

2. Research objectives
The project aims to develop psychological methods making use of perceptual phenomena to improve the
sensitivities of brain circuits while neatly escaping inherent brain noises, and to find specific means to improve
various kinds of visual acuities in various situations. The project runs several experimental plans in parallel,
including visual observations, perceptual experiments, body-movement experiments, modeling of profiles of
performance changes, and measurements of brain activations, and thereby clarifies biological mechanisms for
adapting brain circuits in response to external controls and manipulations.

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
By using the display technology inspired by psychological approaches to enhanced visual acuity that has never
been possible before, the project unveils several different ways of altering one’s perception and gives them
functional significance in terms of optimal and adaptive calibration of the brain circuits under the presence of
noises.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
Understanding of such noises and adaptive controls in the computational mechanisms in vision will lead to
realization of super sensitivity that has never been attainable, and will have prospect of various applications,
such as universal environmental designs, safety designing of vehicles, and electronic spectacles aiding easier
reading.
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